
Abstract 

In vivo, cell behavior results from the integration of different signals obtained from adhesion 

molecules, paracrine and endocrine mediators but also from mechano-structural guidance, a 

relationship that has been largely ignored in 2D culture systems. "Classical" in vitro 2D 

cellular assays are performed on unpatterned uniform adhesive substrates that can 

introduce considerable but unnoticed variability in cell function. 2D+ is a tool that provides 

2D cultured cells with structural guidance that gives cellular governance to what has been 

typically ungoverned. The guidance can be for individual cells or for groups of cells. 

Guidance can improve experimental reproducibility, sensitivity and provide a tool for 

understanding the relationship between structure and function in quantifying complex 

biological events. 2D+ restores the possibility for cells to adapt to their boundary conditions 

thus returning the opportunity to behave as mechano-sensing systems. Considering cells as 

unified systems, from their adhesive points down to their architecture, gene expression, and 

function, can improve the way cellular assays are performed and the quality of data 

generated. Indeed, it is now established that modifying cell shape can be a very efficient 

way to modify cell functions, including cell fate and differentiation. CYTOO's proprietary in 

vitro 2D+ Platform gives tools to provide structural guidance to cells cultured in vitro and 

thus the framework for expression of a more physiological phenotype. Innovative cellular 

assays will be described demonstrating the unique features of micropatterned cells showing 

new tools for quantification and biological analysis of complex cellular compartments 

(including standardization of mitochondrial network for diagnosis of mitochondrial-defect 

related disorders, Golgi Apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum etc). The ability of 2D+ to guide 

the 3D shape of individual - and possibly multiple - cultured cells by controlling the 2D 

topology of cell adhesion will also be demonstrated. 

 

 
  

 

 

 

Conclusion  
Cellular micropatterns normalize cells in culture resulting in the ability to quantify small 

changes from few cells.  Cellular micropatterns also provide the structural guidance 

required for some cells to assemble into 3D structures hence providing an alternative 

method to generate 3D colonies. Through the use of micropatterns, tubes can now be 

recapitulated in culture without the need of adding cytokines to the culture media such as 

TGF-beta. With acini, Instead of seeding cells on thick viscose hydrogels which tend to form 

a meniscus in the well, replacement micropatterns give several advantages: acini grow in a 

single plane facilitating high throughput or high resolution imaging and quantification, 

experiments are more straightforward to execute and reduce associated costs of 

Matrigel™. 
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Acini Formation in MDCK cells 

Micropatterns with Single Cells 
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Substrate Microplate with adhesive micropatterns; F-
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Number of wells 96  
Plate dimensions Standard SBS format 
Plate bottom High quality low fluorescence borosilicate glass 
Bottom thickness 170 μm (1.5) 
Frame Material Plate: PS (Black); Lid: PS (Clear) 
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***Compliments of Fiona Watt:  Biomaterials 33 (2012) 5221-5229 

*** 

Micropatterns can Normalize Individual Cells or 

Colonies 

General Methods 

Dissociate cells into 

single cell suspension 

Patterns can normalize cells so compound effects are seen at lower concentrations: 

Cells  seeded on L-micropatterns were treated for 1h with 4 drugs affecting directly 

or indirectly the actin cytoskeleton: Blebbistatin (10μM), Cytochalasin D (10μM), 

Y27632 (10μM) and 

Nocodazole (5μM). The percentage of straight cells was determined using ImageJ 

macros. The graph represent the average number of straight cells obtained from 

triplicates on a CYTOO plate. An ANOVA (analysis of variance) in conjunction with a 

Tukey’s test were used to assess significant differences between control and 

treated conditions. 

Analysis of drug effects on the cytoskeleton 
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MDCK acini grown in 3D culture on micropattern arrays at 72 h after seeding. Inset A) 

polarized acini fixed and stained to show the apical membrane (green), beta-catenin (red) 

and DNA (blue). Inset B) shows examples of abnormal acini phenotypes that can be 

quantified during drug assays. Stained to reveal nucleus (blue) and actin (red).  

Tubule Formation in MDCK cells 

MDCK tubes in 3D culture formed on micropatterns at 4 days after seeding. Inset A) 

shows a polarized tube fixed and stained to show the apical lumen membrane (green), 

lateral membrane (red) and DNA (blue).  

(A) Phase contrast imaging shows the contour of the nucleus in the center of the 

cell. Micropatterned coverslips were designed to accommodate three sizes of 

fibroblasts: L, XL and XXL, corresponding to 50, 60 and 70µm triangular shapes. (B, 

C, D) The mitochondria were labelled with MitoTracker® Green 100nM, 15 min in 

DMEM-F12, 1% FCS. Deconvolved images were analyzed using Imaris filament 

tracer software. Mitochondrial networks stained blue revealed a homogeneous 

connected tubular structure. Details show the tips of mitochondrial tubules in green, 

and the network branch points in red. The cell volume was calculated using 

the convex hull algorithm including the mitochondria network. Scale bars: 10µm. 

(compliments of Arnaud Chevrollier). 

 

Mitochondrial network analysis in human 

skin fibroblasts 

Micropatterns with Multiple Cells 
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